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“In the short to medium term demand for serviced offices
is expected to pivot to more fringe areas of cities and
suburban locations, as people look to reduce their
commute even beyond COVID-19 and with more
companies set to adopt a hub-and-spoke model.”
- Claudia Preedy, B2B Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on the UK serviced offices market in the short, medium and long
term
How serviced office providers will adapt to new working practices post-COVID-19
How the trend towards more agile and flexible workspaces is shaping the market
Market forecast to 2025

The serviced office industry has been one of the fastest growing sectors in the UK property market in
recent years. In 2020, the number of serviced offices in the UK is projected at 3,756. While this only
represents a marginal increase on the previous year, the number of centres has grown by an estimated
28% since 2016.
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COVID-19 has resulted in a drop in occupancy in centres in 2020. The financial impact of the pandemic
is forcing some operators to rationalise their network. The pandemic is expected to continue to disrupt
the market into 2021, with current government advice stating that “office workers who can work
effectively from home should do so over the winter”.
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Serviced office providers look to regional expansion
Operators that offer pure co-working model hardest hit by COVID-19

Industry Structure
Industry development
IWG remains largest operator in the UK
Figure 19: Key players in UK serviced offices market, by number of locations, 2020
Figure 20: UK serviced office providers, by number of locations, 2020
Consolidation and acquisition activity
Trend of traditional property owners and landlords entering flexible workspace market set to be accelerated by COVID-19 crisis

Competitive Strategies
IWG looks to suburban working boom
BizSpace looks to partner with larger firms to help them transfer to a multi-site model
NewFlex launches new “hybrid office” model as more companies look towards a decentralised office portfolio
Bruntwood Works focuses on creating “offices for the future” and strong customer communication
Citibase launches Citibase Local initiative as part of COVID-19 response
The Argyll Club launches flexible day office option

Company Profiles
BizSpace
Company strategy
Financial performance
Figure 21: Financial analysis of BizSpace, 2014-18
Bruntwood
Bruntwood Works launches £50 billion refurbishment scheme to created “offices for the future”
Company strategy
Financial performance
Figure 22: Financial analysis of Bruntwood, 2015-19 (£ million)
Citibase
Corporate restructure
Acquisition by Newable in November 2018
Company strategy
New Citibase Local initiative launched as part of COVID-19 response
Financial performance
Figure 23: Financial analysis of CBLH, 2015-19
Landmark Space
Company strategy
Financial performance
Figure 24: Financial analysis of Landmark Space, 2014-18
The Argyll Club (formerly London Executive Offices)
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LEO revamps and rebrands business following sale to private investor in 2018
Company strategy
COVID-19 response: The Argyll Club launches flexible day office option
Financial performance
Figure 25: Financial analysis of London Executive Offices, 2014-18
IWG/Regus
Acquisitional activity
IWG opts for franchising strategy to accelerate growth and build scale across the country
IWG plans to open 3,000 sites across the UK
Financial performance
Figure 26: Financial analysis of IWG plc, 2015-19
Figure 27: Geographic turnover analysis of IWG plc, 2018-19

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Methodology

Further Sources and Contacts
Trade associations
Flexible Space Association (formerly Business Centre Association)
Trade magazines
Commercial Property Monthly
Estates Gazette
Property Week
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